
WRITING AN INTRODUCTION LETTER FOR A NEW BUSINESS

An introduction letter for a new business is written when one individual or a group of people have started a new business
and wish to extend a hand of friendship.

Dear Mr. Edit and proofread. Use references that you believe are likely to be the most unique and beneficial
and relevant, which is why doing some initial research is useful. Thank you. Generally three short paragraphs
of 'body-copy' suffice. Our marketing manager will contact you shortly in order to describe the services we
offer in details. Many experts in advertising and communications believe that adding a 'P. You can do a lot on
the phone. Or maybe you want to announce a good deal. Coming from an experienced individual like you, we
would highly appreciate it. Tell about the company or organization. The less words the better. Pattison: The
purpose of this letter is to introduce to you, the firm, Investa Pvt. It then presents a financial case - invest 'x' to
get 'y'. Example Sales Introduction Letters This sample letter is very brief and concise. Remember that most
decision-makers in organisations are fundamentally driven by return on investment. It begins with a credibility
statement, which infers the method and basic proposition. If you have any DMCA issues on this post, please
contact us! Basic sample introduction letter. Close by expressing your hope that the person will want to join
your organization or become a customer. You may also see acknowledgement letter examples 7. Other Tips
for Writing Sales Letters These are the important characteristics of good introductory sales letters: 'Less is
more' - the quicker you can get your point across the better - efficient writing suggests efficient service A
single specific impressive ideally unique or very special proposition works better than trying to offer many
things The visual presentation, font typeface , and language must be very easy to read Write in the 2nd person
use 'you', 'yours' etc New and unique are more eye-catching than something that is no different to what others
offer The proposition must be credible and believable The style and tone of the letter must appeal to the style
and tone of the reader think whom you're writing for and write accordingly Avoid being clever or funny. Don't
include leaflets or brochures to directors. If it's a meeting that you would appreciate to be scheduled, frame
your views to convey the message. And limit the length to a single page.


